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I.                 INTRODUCTION:   Haaron is an American born boy of a Tarascan family 

(an indigenous group from the southern region of Mexico) who recently turned 12years 

old. He is currently in sixth grade. He is the only male in a family of four children.  Father 

works out of town, therefore no other male is present at home for most of the week. His 

mother works second shift (3:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.) and Haaron is usually under his 

sisters’ care. According to the mother’s account, he does not respect the sisters’ 

authority and therefore the sister is growing tired of trying to control him. Mother does 

not seem interested in imparting any kind of consequences for his misbehavior, though, 

and attempts to justify it on the absence of the father during the weekdays. As most 

Hispanic males of his subgroup, Haaron spends a considerable amount of his after-

school time on the streets, normally in the company of older friends. He was suspended 

for gang-related and drug-related activities and recommended for long-term suspension 

which his parents appealed and won. He seems to be very attracted by gang-related 

activities and has shown a pattern of increasingly challenging, disruptive, and 

aggressive behavior. Even though many of his teachers recognize the potential he has 

and have held several conversations with him, he refuses to display appropriate 

behavior in class. As a result of his challenging and risky actions, he is being assigned 

to in-school suspension more frequently as the year progresses. His previous school 

records, however, only contain positive notes and comments from all teachers with 

regards to his outstanding character traits. His report cards indicate that he was a B 
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average student until his fourth grade year but showed a slight decline in his fifth grade 

year. Contradictorily to his progress reports, the records also show that he has 

consistently scored among the lowest 10 percentile in the Reading End of Grade exams 

in our state, but no teacher had ever recommended for any type of remedial reading 

comprehension programs until the second half of this school year. The following chart 

depicts his scores from grades 3-5 on both Reading and Mathematics End of Grades 

exams given by our state. 

Table 1 - End of Grade Exams Scores for Haaron 

Exam Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 

Reading Level 
1ˉ 

10% Level 
1ˉ 

7% Level 
1ˉ 

9% 

Math Level  
3 

74% Level 
3ˉ 

72% Level   
3 

78% 

     He performed very well in my class at the beginning of the school year before his 

schedule was changed and his class time shifted to a group of higher performing ESL 

students. He is a struggling reader and currently three of his six classes are targeted to 

remediate reading comprehension.  Currently, Haaron is barely passing his core 

classes due to his lack of completing homework and projects. Even though tutoring 

twice a week with the teacher of his choice has been suggested, Haaron has chosen 

not to accept the suggestion. 

II.               OBSERVATIONS:  My observations of Haaron started within my English as 

a Second Language (ESL) classroom.  As with all of my Limited English Proficient 

(LEP) students, I made a close assessment of his portfolio before the beginning of the 
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school year to determine the best class ESL class placement. The first thing that came 

to my attention was his low reading End of Grade scores throughout his elementary 

school years without any mention to his reading comprehension in the classroom. His 

mathematics End of Grade scores, on the other hand, have consistently been at grade 

level. In addition to that, his language development history showed little to no growth on 

his reading annual language proficiency assessment, as recorded on Table 2 below. 

       Due to those low reading scores, he was placed in my lower sixth grade ESL class. 

During the first months, he showed no signs of struggling with the work he was given 

and when he was in my classroom he was polite, kind, and always seemed to be 

attentive to other students’ needs. In conversations with his content area teachers, I 

found out that even though he struggled he was willing to attempt doing the work. 

Table 2 – Language Proficiency Assessment Grade 2 – 5 for Haaron 

Year Grade Reading Writing

2007-2008 2 1.9 2.5

2008-2009 3 2.1 2.8

2009-2010 4 2.6 3.2

2010-2011 5 2.7 3.7  

     Due to his low reading scores, in both last language proficiency assessment and end 

of grade exams, he was placed with the cluster of lower proficiency students in my sixth 

grade ESL class. During the first months of the school year 2011 - 2012, he showed no 

signs of struggling with the work he was assigned in my class. He was polite, kind, and 

always seemed to be attentive to other students’ needs. 
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Things started changing during the second 9-week term and he started 

displaying an uncaring behavior towards his performance, stopped doing homework, 

and distanced himself from the students in my classroom. During this 9-week term I was 

notified Haaron had been suspended from school for a 10-day period, with the 

possibility of being in long-term suspension due to gang and drug related activities. He 

came back after the 10-day period but his behavior continued on decline. He was 

assigned to in-team suspension on several occasions to prevent him from furthering 

missing instruction if assigned to the in-school suspension center for the day. This 

strategy did not work and thus had to be referred to the in-school suspension center 

thereafter when rules were broken. To date, his records show that in the 2011 -2012 

school year, so far, he has been away from the classrooms 23 days (including the 10-

day suspension). His grades for the first progress reports on the second 9-week term 

indicated he was failing three of his core classes, and passing one (math) with an 

average of 72, equivalent to a low D. In my class he had a 23 point average out of 100 

and when I expressed my concerns, his response was limited to a smile. He is aware of 

the school policy that no grade below a 60/100 can be assigned to a student in a 

progress report or a report card and that he would be allowed the opportunity to makeup 

work as my classroom policies dictate. He was confident he could make up the work 

and would not fail just as he would do for other classes. Not only did he not demonstrate 

any concern, he found it funny and made sure everyone in the classroom heard he was 

failing all but one class.  
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       At the end of the second 9-week period, and after a whole school screening test for 

reading and math, he was placed in a remedial reading class. His scores were among 

the lowest 7 percentile. As a result of this, his schedule was drastically changed. He 

was moved out of Physical Education and placed in a remedial class for struggling 

readers. Because of the conflicting schedule between the remedial reading class and 

his ESL class, he was moved to an ESL class with students at a higher language 

proficiency level in reading. The changes to his schedule seemed to have a very 

negative impact on his behavior and he started to create more conflictive situations in 

his core classes. Several teachers have reported his change of behavior and lack of 

motivation. Haaron’s math scores in his Benchmarks tests this school year are also a 

concern. If he continues displaying this negative tendency in scores, he may fail the End 

of Grade tests. Table 3 shows Haaron’s scores on both the Reading and Mathematics 

Benchmarks tests during the school year 2011 – 2012. 

Table 3 – Benchmark Data for Haaron 

Benchmark

Level Score Level Score

Term 1 1 34 F 3 72 D

Term 2 1 32 F 2 64 F

Term 3 1 30 F 2 56 F

Reading Math

 

       While observing Haaron in different classroom and school related situations, I was 

able to study his reactions and response to several classroom tasks such as: 

engagement during presentations, interaction with peers during group work, 
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engagement in independent work, and taking assessments. I observed him during 

Social Studies class, Corrective Reading class, and Math class, for a few days. 

However, most observations on change of behavior and deteriorating academic 

performance have been the result of observations in my English as a Second Language 

(ESL) classroom. 

       Haaron appears to be very quick with mathematical operations. While I was 

conducting my observations in the math class, I noticed that he did not use the 

sequential process being explained by the teacher to solve problems but rather used 

the calculator to quickly obtain the responses. His responses were accurate in the two 

occasions the teacher called upon him. However, I noticed that Haaron was not taking 

notes as directed by the teacher but instead kept whispering to the student seated next 

to him. The teacher approached Haaron and asked him to focus back on the note-taking 

in three occasions but he continued talking. This behavior gained him a time-out in the 

hallway with a refocus form. Upon his return, he was assigned to a group of students 

working on measurements of the classroom and for a few minutes he appeared to be 

engaged in his work as he walked around the room, took notes, and discussed the 

results with other students. At the end of class, I followed up with the teacher to consult 

the strategies she used and based upon her explanation I determined her work is 

focused on the Goal Orientation Theory, where performance is sought as opposed to 

mastery (Anderman & Anderman, 2010). 
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       To further understand Haaron’s behavior and lack of motivation in his academics, I 

observed him during his Social Studies class. The environment of this classroom is 

more structured than the environment of the Math classroom. There are several 

procedures that seem to be well understood by students. All students entered the 

classroom after the teacher greeted them at the door with a handshake, went directly to 

their assigned seats, and promptly started copying the essential question posted on the 

board. Haaron failed to follow this behavior and instead started tapping the pencil on the 

desk. The teacher signaled him to stop and pointed to one of the walls where rules are 

posted, indicating to him he was not following directions. Haaron smiled but failed to 

comply. Soon after that, the teacher gave a quick explanation of a series of movie clips 

they would be watching to later compare and contrast different aspects of culture in 

South America. The teacher distributed a guide for note-taking while students watched 

the video clips. During the explanation Haaron was attentive but as soon as the movies 

started playing, he started talking to the student next to him. He was asked to change 

seats and was isolated within the classroom. When students convened in groups to do 

the compare and contrast part of the lesson, Haaron joined his peers and the teacher 

called to my attention that he had not taken any notes during the previous activity. This, 

according to the teacher, is what he has been doing for the past several months. When 

students have to do projects, though, he completes them and that has pushed his 

grades from failing to passing in this class. The writing activities which he fails 

repeatedly to complete as opposed to the projects may be explained by the Attribution 

Theory and its stability facet (Anderman & Anderman, 2010). Haaron has repeatedly 
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emphasized his dislike for writing and his writing samples indicate his writing, in all 

dimensions, is at a third grade level as per a literacy assessment administered in my 

class. On the other hand, he chooses to complete projects, especially if they involve 

drawing, because this is where his strength lies.  

       Haaron’s behavior in these classes while disruptive is not as disrespectful as it is in 

his remedial reading class. This class is focused on students’ mastery of skills, on an 

individual basis, thus supporting the Goal Orientation Theory (Anderman & Anderman, 

2010). Students follow a very structured reading program that encompasses:  word 

study, decoding, fluency, and reading comprehension through the achievement of skills 

such as: comparing, contrasting, categorizing, drawing conclusions, inferencing, making 

connections, summarizing, etc. The class has twelve students and they are assigned to 

three learning stations daily. Students are to remain in each of the stations for a twenty-

minute period before rotating to the next assigned station for the class period. Haaron’s 

first learning assignment was to be completed in a computer-based reading program 

and he appeared to be very engaged in the task. However, when the teacher moved to 

the side of the classroom where he was working, she observed he rapidly closed an 

internet site he was visiting. The teacher requested him to step away from the computer 

do a follow up on what he was doing but Haaron refused to comply. When asked for the 

second time, he yelled at the teacher claiming he was working on his assignment and 

expressing he would not move from the computer until his twenty-minute time was up. 

At this point the teacher requested a student to call the office and an administrator 

removed Haaron from the classroom shortly after the incident. As soon as he left the 
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classroom, the teacher checked the computer and learned that Haaron had been trying 

to access images and sites that provide information on gang activity. This teacher 

stated that Haaron’s behavior in her classroom was challenging since the first day. She 

has tried a variety of approaches with him but instead of seeing an improvement there 

has been a deterioration of his behavior. She added that Haaron shows no signs of 

reading learning disabilities as he is capable of comprehending when read aloud to. He 

struggles with decoding of multisyllabic words and thus with fluency which hinders his 

comprehension when he has to do the reading on his own. 

       In general, from my observations in the different instructional settings – including 

my classroom - my perception of his lack of engagement in academic work mostly 

points out to three causes:  

1. Cultural expectations: In his subgroup he is not seen as a child, any longer, but 

rather as a young man. Many unacceptable behaviors in children his age are 

accepted in his culture. Education is not valued in the majority of males. 

2. Lack of a strong male role model. 

3. Frustration derived from his reading abilities that drive him to more undesired and 

risky behavior at school. 

III.               EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES: As a first step, I have met with Haaron and 

both of his parents to discuss his academics and to set up a plan to be followed until 

the end of this school year. We discussed his thoughts of school and how these can 

impact his future. As a second, and most important, step the school counselor, the 
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social worker, and the resource officer have been involved in the design of his 

behavioral plan to be monitored by his parents and myself until the end of the school 

year. 

       Haaron explicitly expressed his lack of interest in studying and stated he does 

not see himself as a college-bound individual. Part of this comes from his belief he is 

not capable of learning beyond what he already knows. He is aware he struggles 

with fluency in reading and expressed he never saw any males he knows reading, 

thus he has never perceived this as a “manly” task. However, he seems to 

understand that depending on the effort he sets on learning this basic skill, he will 

achieve success in school whether he decides to pursue a college career later on or 

join the workforce after he graduates from high school. We plan on determining 

goals for each school semester to provide more options for success. 

       Due to the nature of his beliefs coming from the Attribution Theory (Anderman & 

Anderman, 2010) of how Haaron explains his struggles, I have suggested we begin 

working with the Expectancy-Value Theory because this theory is closely linked to 

teachers’ expectations (Anderman & Anderman, 2010) and all of his teachers 

appear to have detected a high learning potential in this student.  The attainment 

value can be provided through differentiated activities such as leveled academic 

reading material for his core classes. These leveled readings are suitable for his 

readiness profile (Tomlinson, 2001) and will more likely drive the intrinsic value of 

this task to the positive side. Additionally, Haaron require support of graphic 
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organizers to better acquire skills such as comparing, contrasting, classifying, 

summarizing, note taking as best instructional practices for improving student 

achievement (Gregory & Chapman, 2007). Using differentiated tasks with options 

that take into account Haaron’s preferences and learning styles may also be a 

motivator for him to complete the activity (Anderman & Anderman, 2010; Tomlinson, 

2001) as he will be engaged in something he enjoys. Finally, setting some short term 

goals may influence the value Haaron places on the tasks as he establishes a 

connection between the tasks he is assigned and how it applies to his immediate or 

future goals (Anderman & Anderman, 2010). All of these strategies have been 

recommended to his teachers as well as the need to shift the focus on grades in 

classrooms where students work towards performance because this reinforces 

Haaron’s belief of his inability to learn. Unfortunately, we are close to the end of the 

school year and while we expect to see some improvement in him this leaves us 

with the uncertainty of how the summer vacation and the lack of supervision may 

affect Haaron. To remove the focus of his activities with older males in his 

neighborhood, I suggested he joins a youth summer camp for at-risk students 

sponsored by the Police Department and his parents have offered to look into it. In 

addition, I have called for the intervention of a known male in the community who 

also runs a very successful program for at-risk students who are between 10 – 14 

years old. 

IV.                CONCLUSION: Haaron is a very challenging student to motivate 

academically. He has moments, like those while conferencing with his parents, in which 
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he shows his desire for learning and a high degree of maturity. He becomes engaged in 

setting his goals and seems very excited about his academic improvement. However, 

within a few days, he starts displaying a behavior that is totally incompatible with the 

goals. I understand that using all data accessible and learning inventories is an 

important part of designing instruction for all students, however, I also understand that 

cultural and socioeconomic factors are going to interfere with instruction. Moreover, I 

take into account the age factor and the developmental dilemmas during the middle 

school years where peer pressure can be the determining dimension for success in 

many students.  

       Haaron has become more aware of my true concern to see him become a 

successful student. Part of this trust was gained after his parents shared with him how I 

had intervened when a family member had experienced similar difficulties in the past. 

       From all the observations of this student, I have learned that it is not sufficient to 

ensure that you know your students learning styles, preferences, and interests but you 

must also have access in some way to their life away from school to come to 

understand the root of their struggles.  I have also been reminded that data will provide 

us with numeric variables but that that in order to better understand each of our 

students, it would require us infinite hours of observations and true dialog with them and 

all of those involved in their education.  What is most important is to understand we 

cannot give up on any student. We have to realize that for some of them we may be the 

only adults guiding them and as such we are obliged to find the necessary human and 
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academic resources to ensure that all students have a positive learning experience and 

that success comes as the result of being intrinsically motivated towards learning.  
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